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ABSTRACT

The present investigation was an attempt to provide more defini
tive information regarding the nature of thought processes as found in
schizophrenic patients.

Previous attempts to study schizophrenic

thinking have relied on introspection, use of concept formation tests,
vocabulary responses, or simply having subjects talk out loud as they
solved a problem.

Results of these investigations have suggested such

characterizations of schizophrenic thinking as rigidity, concreteness,
perseveration, inability to maintain a mental set, inability to shift
mental sets, overinclusion, paleologic thinking and so on.

The diver

gence and contradiction of these findings appears to be due to impre
cise quantification and weak methodology, a neglect of operational
considerations, failure to deal with the process of thinking itself
and only inferring the process from certain product or outcome mea
sures, and the fact that certain affective or interpersonal elements
intrinsic to the method of assessment have dictated the nature of a
subject's response.
That successful attempts have been made to simulate thinking
and to precisely quantify the nature of higher thought processes
(John, 1957, Gyr, 1960, Blatt & Stein, 1959), suggests that such a
methodology may also be validly used in delineating the nature of
thinking as it exists in schizophrenic patients.

It was specifically

proposed that the Logical Analysis Device, as developed and used by
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John (1957) would reveal that thinking as found in schizophrenic pa
tients is only more inefficient and variable, and fails to exhibit
distinct and unique qualitative patterns and characteristics as has
previously been suggested.
Twenty male and twenty female students from vocational, tech
nical and trade school classes, and twenty male and twenty female
hospitalized schizophrenic patients were used as subjects.

Both ex

perimental and control groups were seventeen to twenty-six years of
age, of average intelligence, and had ten to tw/elve years of formal
education.

The schizophrenic sample consisted of only those indi

viduals who had a history of illness no longer than five years, were
well oriented and judged to be in an excellent state of remission.
All subjects were individually introduced to the Logical Analysis
Device, after which they were instructed as to the best solution in
solving two example problems.

A final criterion problem was then

used which earlier investigation had suggested to be appropriate to
the schizophrenic population.

The results of twenty-four dependent

measures, all precisely quantifiable and taken from a subject's per
formance, were then submitted to a two by two factorial analysis of
Variance design.

The findings suggested that the schizophrenic pa

tient's method of handling information and approach to the solving of
the criterion problem was not unlike that of the control group.

The

schizophrenic group, did differ significantly, however, in their
method of work, i.e., their rate of performance and the amount of
time needed to achieve criterion.

This finding was taken as
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confirmation of the fact that the schizophrenic subject exhibits a
potential for performance not unlike that of the normal individual,
demonstrating only a greater inefficiency in performance.

No evidence

could be found to support previous notions indicating unique patterns
of perseveration, inability to maintain a set, rigidity and so on.
The interaction of sex and illness also proved to be insignificant on
all variables.

It was concluded that many characterizations of schizo

phrenic thinking may be more a function of inadequate attempts to mea
sure the thinking process, than of factors which are validly intrinsic
to the process itself.

x

INTRODUCTION

Thinking processes in schizophrenic patients have been the
focus of wide-spread interest among psychologists and psychiatrists
since the early published works of Kraepelin (1925) and Bleuler (1950).
While there has been much theoretical speculation in this area, con
trolled research has historically been very limited, ill-contrived, and
lacking in methodological sophistication.

Only in recent years has psy

chology provided proper methodology, i.e., techniques for analysis, ex1tensive and well defined research designs, and conceptual frameworks
allowing investigators to focus their research efforts so that their
findings might be considered meaningful.

Kasanin (1946), enumerates the

theoretical concepts considered most significant by eight leading inves
tigators of schizophrenic behavior.

Further consideration of schizo

phrenic thinking may be found in books by Rapaport (1951) and Arieti
(1955).

In nearly all the approaches of the various investigators

studying schizophrenic thinking, language and thought of schizophrenic
patients has been described as either representing a psychological
deficit (e.g., a deficit in formulating abstract concepts, an inability
to shift mental sets) or a type of disturbance (e.g., overinclusion,
rigidity, paleologic thinking) and so forth.

While the generality of

this oversimplified conclusion hardly does justice to various
frameworks that have been proposed, it becomes apparent in reviewing
the literature that authors have not only been guilty of over
generalization, ambiguity, lack of conceptual clarity, redundancy
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and semantic confusion in formulating their views, but perhaps even of
reification of their favorite concepts and descriptive statements.
Since conceptual problems are by nature not definitive, it has
given writers free rein or an excuse to allow themselves complete
freedom in their theorizing.

If we compare any one of the numerous

concepts used to describe schizophrenic thinking, it becomes clear
that no one really knows how to precisely differentiate one concept
from another or for that matter what is really meant by the concepts
themselves.

By way of illustration, is it conceptually clear how

"rigidity" in thinking differs from "perseveration?"

Or can one sug

gest that rigidity in thinking connotes meaning which is clearly
different than inability to make shifts in mental sets?

It seems

possible that paleologic thinking is only one expression of a thought
disturbance, and thus very similar to concreteness or rigidity, but
are perhaps perseveration, overinclusion, rigidity and concreteness
also subsumed under this broader connotation of paleologic thought?
Perhaps none of these conceptualizations allow possibilities for mean
ingful theorizing about schizophrenic thinking and researchers will
have to look for more suitable frameworks or at least admit as have
biochemical theorists (Hoskins, 1946, Beliak, 1958, Rubin, 1959) that
the only conclusive finding descriptive of the schizophrenic patient
is that he exhibits a greater variability of chemical states than does
the normal.

Similarly in schizophrenic thinking, it may be that

thought processes manifest themselves only in a greater variability
of dysfunction and inefficiency, but do not necessarily follow perseverative, concretistic, or paleologic lines.
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Therapists report cases in which certain patients never seem to
lose their abstract functioning (Dawson, personal communication).
Other investigators cite examples indicating that the schizophrenic
patient does not reveal any special defect in ability to shift set or
to maintain goal orientation, but experiences lowered functioning be
cause of personal or affective preoccupations (Huston, et al., 1955).
Moreover, where one researcher suggests that the schizophrenic patient
is unable to shift from one concept to another (Fey, 1951), another
indicates that the schizophrenic patient is unable to maintain a set
(Shakow, 1946).
Without fear of recrimination, one can likely conclude that
researchers who have dealt with the problem of schizophrenic thinking
have been too prone to generalize from one concept to another, to
loosely substitute concepts, or even to stress the similarities between
their concepts and those of other investigators in order to further
substantiate their views.

In terms of scientific rigor, the most

salient criticism is that concepts descriptive of the thinking of
schizophrenic patients have by and large lacked operational considera
tions.

Moreover, concepts have leaned toward the qualitative and neg

lected the quantitative underpinning so badly needed if they are to be
operationally sound, replicable, and above all meaningful for a sys
tematic and lucid characterization of schizophrenic thought.

Previous Attempts to Assess Thinking in Schizophrenic Patients
A central problem which has plagued psychology in general and
particularly psychologists interested in thought or problem solving
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processes has been concern with achievement, or non achievement of a
product of the problem solving process.

That is, psychologists con

fronted with measurement of any kind, have usually found themselves re
cording the solution to a problem, rather than dealing with the process
itself.

Probably one of the most formidable examples of this and one

particularly relevant to our interests has been the use of various
object sorting techniques in assessing cognitive abilities in schizo
phrenic patients.
The earliest studies of an objective nature, conducted by
Vigotsky (1934), Hanfmann and Kasanin (1937), Goldstein and Scheerer
(1941), were concerned with level of abstract thinking, or the abil
ity of schizophrenic patients to form concepts.

While these studies

provided methodology in which the subject, presented with a variety
of stimulus objects, was to sort them into different classes, (e.g.,
form,

color, functional use, and so on), nearly all suffered from

quantitative deficiencies and lack of comparability.

Moreover, while

all reported the presence of general impairment in schizophrenic
thinking, none attempted to deal with the thinking process itself.
Other investigations utilizing sorting techniques have been
conducted by Chapman (1956), Jacobs (1954), and Rashkis (1947).

Both

Jacobs and Chapman were interested in what has been commonly called
"the function of set" in the conceptualization of schizophrenics.

By

introducing a variation in the Visual-Verbal test developed by Feldman
and Drasgow (1951), Jacobs compared the ability of schizophrenic pa
tients to form the second concept on the stimulus cards with their
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ability to form single concepts.

Her results suggest that ability to

change set is an important variable in conceptual performance.

Chap

man's research on the other hand, implies that the typically inferior
performance of schizophrenic patients on conceptual tasks was due to
their responding to inappropriate aspects of the stimulus complex
rather than their inability to form concepts, per se.
Rashkis (1947) claims to have dealt with qualitative differ
ences in thinking of small, but carefully selected groups of schizo
phrenic patients, paretics, and patients with cerebral arteriosclerosis,
using a word sorting and number sorting test.

Each patient group was

reported to have a different type of thinking disorder and the schizo
phrenic group was characterized as showing a deficit in organization
but not in performance potential, indicated by a lack of correspondence
between performance and explanation of performance.
While the historical origin of object-sorting methods has been
European, a more recent American methodological approach to schizo
phrenic thinking has been the analysis of vocabulary responses.

Using

as a point of departure Babcock's postulated "deterioration index" in
which she suggested that vocabulary scores are relatively invulnerable
to psychopathological disturbances, and would thus indicate premorbid
functioning, Feifel (1949) carried out the first study using this newer
methodological approach.

A comparison of a large group of abnormal

patients (schizophrenics, manic depressives, and organics) with normal
subjects equated for age, education, and raw vocabulary score and
judged on the basis of conceptual level of definitions on the Terman
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vocabulary list indicated that the abnormal patients produced signifi
cantly fewer synonyms and significantly more use and descriptive, ex
planatory, inferior and error definitions.
Following this, Moran, et al. (1952) reported several studies
of schizophrenic patients with the Wechsler Bellevue vocabulary sub
test.

The first investigation compared quantitative differences on

raw vocabulary scores for pairs of schizophrenic patients and normal
subjects, matched for sex, age and education.

The results indicated

significantly lower scores for the schizophrenic patients, which
challenged Babcock's postulate.

The second study (Moran, et a l .,

1952), in which the conceptual level of the definitions was classified
in accordance with Feifel's schema, revealed no difference between the
schizophrenics and the normals.

These investigators suggest that

Feifel's results were due to the influence of organic and manic depres
sive patients in his experimental sample.
In a multiple-choice vocabulary test devised by Chodorkoff and
Mussen (1952), which allowed subjects to choose from four given defini
tions that ranged along an abstract-concrete continuum, the schizo
phrenic patient group chose significantly more definitions of a lower
conceptual level than did an equated normal subject group.

Harrington

and Ehrmann (1954), however, using both a multiple choice vocabulary
test and a conceptual classification of the verbal definitions, re
ported results somewhat contrary to those of Chodorkoff and Mussen.
less complex tasks (multiple choice vocabulary), no differences were
found between equated groups of schizophrenic patients and normal

On
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subjects, but the schizophrenic patients were significantly less "ab
stract" than the normal individuals on the more complex task (verbal
definitions).
Moran (1953) used a battery of verbal tests constructed around
twenty-five familiar words in studying vocabulary knowledge and usage.
In comparison with a matched group of normal subjects, paranoid schizo
phrenic patients were found less precise in the understanding of word
meanings, less able to use words as conceptual instruments, and less
able to integrate words into meaningful communications, although the
word may have been defined in the same way as the normals defined it.
Rabin, at a_l. (1955), in considering contradictory results re
garding use of vocabulary items in assessing schizophrenic thinking,
make the point that two factors must be taken into account in the eval
uation of vocabulary performance by schizophrenic patients.

They are,

the sensitivity of the vocabulary measures, and the nature of the
schizophrenic patient sample.

In their study, they compared the voca

bulary performance of schizophrenics with normal subjects, using two
groups of schizophrenic patients differing in chronicity and three
vocabulary measures.

Vocabulary measures, aimed at varying levels of

sensitivity, were gesticulation (pointing to the correct picture in the
Ammons Full Range Picture Vocabulary), conventional vocabulary achieve
ment (Wechsler Bellevue), and level of communication (classification
of verbal responses).

No differences were obtained between the normal

subjects and short term schizophrenic patients on any of the measures.
The long term schizophrenic patients were significantly lower than both
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the normal subjects and short term schizophrenic patients on all mea
sures, although the decrement on gesticulation (the least sensitive,
least complex task) for the long term schizophrenics was significantly
less than that for the other measures.
In several studies and in a third methodological approach to
the study of schizophrenic thinking, the assumption has been made that
language may be designated as the external manifestation or behavioral
correlate of thought.

It is of course obvious that the two processes,

thinking and language, though not identical, are closely related.
While it is often arbitrary whether an investigator considers himself
to be studying language or thinking, both object-sorting and vocabulary
techniques may be considered basically measures of thinking, since the
achievement of a response, or the linguistic expressions of the sub
jects, classified according to some predetermined schema, constitute
the basic data.

In the following studies, the nature of schizophrenic

speech, itself, has been the primary research interest.
In a study by Baker (1953), the technique employed was a
series of sentences in which artificial words appeared, the subjects
task being to determine the meanings of the artificial words and to
indicate how his solution fit the contexts.

Language behavior was

analyzed on the basis of the following aspects (a) accuracy of solu
tion, (b) processes by which solutions are signified, and (c) concrete
ness of language attitude.

The signification processes were classified

in accordance with a genetic hierarchy (from lesser to greater maturity).
Compared with a normal control group, the schizophrenic patients gave
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significantly fewer correct solutions, manifested significantly more
frequently processes which were of a lower level of maturity, and showed
a significantly higher concreteness in language attitude.

Ellsworth

(1951), in his investigation of the genetic level of schizophrenic lan
guage found differences as measured by parts of speech between schizo
phrenic patients and a control group, but found no differences between
schizophrenic patients and fifth grade pupils.

In terms of speech, the

language of the fifth-grade group and the schizophrenic patients was
quite similar.

In considering the importance of socialization with

respect to his findings, Ellsworth concluded that "the child and the
schizophrenic have similar language content because both are non
oriented with regard to consensual reality."

Cameron, on the other

hand, feels that a comparison of normal childhood language behavior and
schizophrenic language is not justified.

"...

one process is not, as

often erroneously implied, simply the reverse of the other.

It is

hardly more correct to assert that as the schizophrenic loses his adult
organization he becomes a child in his thinking, than it is to say of
normal children that as they grow up they recover from schizophrenia."
(Cameron, 1946, p. 59).
Another approach utilized in the evaluation of schizophrenic
verbal communication has been that of Mirin (1953).

After the experi

menter told a story and instructed the subject to retell it, he created
an argumentative situation by disagreeing with the subject's version of
the story.

Discussion of the situation and a solution were then re

quired, while ratings were made on such dimensions as task orientation,
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social reactivity, and linguistic thought.

Compared with a normal con

trol group, schizophrenic patients exhibited a marked degree of

labil

ity with regard to their task orientation, their discussion behavior
remained relatively unmodified in the interpersonal situation, and their
verbal expressions of thinking showed a degree of diffuseness and in
articulateness.

Mirin relates his findings to the following two con

cepts; (a) the undifferentiatedness of inner and external speech and
(b) the inability to take the role of the "generalized other."
White (1949), matching early schizophrenic patients and normals,
had them identify blurred words, group words in several ways, and form
sentences with each of fifteen words.

Her analysis indicated twenty-

eight critical signs differentiating the groups.

The inability of the

schizophrenics to shift word groupings and the repetitious nature of
their sentences was taken as an indication of rigidity.

In general

the language of the schizophrenic patients was described as more im
personal, involved and complex.
It can be seen that many researchers have felt it necessary to
discuss the influence of interpersonal and affective components in
their findings regarding schizophrenic thinking.

While these elements

are of course very difficult to eliminate, the following investigators,
employing variants of the three previous methods, have directed their
efforts to specifically assess these variables.

Richman (1954), com

paring a schizophrenic patient group with no or slight "deterioration,"
and one described as having moderate or marked "deterioration," investi
gated the vocabulary definitions given to both neutral and emotionally
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toned words.

The results suggested that a reduction in abstract think

ing was associated with both schizophrenic "deterioration" and emotion
ally-toned words, with the "deteriorated" patients being more disturbed
by the emotional words than the less "deteriorated" group.
The concept of "deterioration," itself, like that of regression,
has often been used in the interest of convenience and brevity.

It is

important to realize, however, that deterioration as a concept means
something quite different as applied to schizophrenic populations than
its traditional usage in describing senile impairment.

"Deterioration"

in schizophrenic patients is marked by versatility and flexibility,
looseness, and an inclusion of environmental and personal preoccupa
tions, while "deterioration" of the senile patient is notably charac
terized by monotony and persistence, uncomplicated modes of thinking,
and simple and restricted language organization.

That many investiga

tors have taken liberty and made such generalizations in describing
psychopathological states does not obviate the fact that such an
assumption remains unwarranted.

It is again this proclivity to freely

generalize and quickly generate analogies which has added conceptual
confussion to the characterization of schizophrenic thought.
In a study similar to that of Richman, Wexler (1955) admin
istered four tasks of conceptual thinking, two containing emotionallytoned content and two containing neutrally-toned content to normals
and schizophrenics.

The schizophrenic patients showed a greater dis

turbance on the emotionally toned tasks than on the neutrally toned
ones, again pointing out the selective impairment in the conceptual
functioning of schizophrenics.
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If as maintained by Rabin and King, " . . .

the dominant orien

tation toward schizophrenic behavior is a psychogenic one, and basically
represents a disturbance in interpersonal relationships," (Rabin and
King, 1958, p. 237) researchers cannot justify describing schizophrenic
thinking in terms of concreteness, overinclusion, and so forth if such
behavioral manifestations are more a function of affective and inter
personal components than of faulty associative processes.

A needed

experiment would appear to be one which permits thought processes to be
studied separately without contamination of affective components, or
allows a comparison between normals and schizophrenic patients on tests
of cognition in which are embedded varying degrees of interpersonal
relationships.

The prediction would be that the greater the tasks were

embedded in interpersonal contexts, the greater would be the distinc
tion between groups of normal subjects and schizophrenic patients.
While some recent studies have dealt with this problem, they again have
failed to examine thought processes, and have focused their efforts
only on the detrimental effects produced by affective factors in the
achievement of formalized responses or products of thinking.
Whiteman (1954) administered two formal concept tests (devoid
of interpersonal content) and a third social concept test to both con
trols and schizophrenics.
of interpersonal scenes.

Stimuli in the social concept test consisted
While all three concept formation tests dis

criminated the two groups in favor of the controls, the schizophrenic
decrement on the social concept test was significantly greater than the
decrements on the formal concept tests.

One of Whiteman's conclusions
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was that the notion of impaired abstract ability, by itself, is insuf
ficient to explain the selective impairment on the social concept test.
Similar to Whiteman's results were those of Affleck (1954).
Using twelve pictorial concept formation tasks with varying degrees of
interpersonal interaction, he found that level of performance by schizo
phrenic patients was significantly lower than that of normal subjects
on all tasks.

As the "interpersonality" of the tasks increased, how

ever, schizophrenic patients required significantly more time to solve
the tasks.
Borrowing from information theory, Davis and Harrington (1957)
had subjects select the correct picture in two sets of pictures on the
basis of bits of information provided by the examiner.

In one set of

pictures the content was human; in the other, the content was non
human (e.g., letters).

When schizophrenic and normal subjects were

matched on the human task, no significant difference existed between
them on the task containing non-human content.

However, matching on

the non-human content revealed significant differences on the human
task in favor of the normals, indicating a selective deficit.
While it can be seen that numerous methodologies have been
developed in attempting to assess thinking in schizophrenic patients,
none has provided information which is comprehensive and reliable.

It

appears that regardless of the method used, researchers have generally
failed to be concerned with the process of thinking, and only inferred
the process from the solutions obtained by schizophrenic populations
to selected product measures.

Moreover, it appears that conclusions
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drawn from many of these studies have been made ineffective by the in
fluence of interpersonal and affective variables.

In those studies

where researchers have attempted to deal with thought processes by hav
ing subjects narrate stories, verbalize their thoughts as they solve
problems, and so forth, interpersonal variables again seem to have
vitiated the meaningfulness of their results.
It becomes clear that what is needed are process studies which
not only minimize interpersonal variables as much as possible, but also
allow more precise quantification of the thinking process.

If concrete

thinking, perseveration, and rigidity are legitimate and basic concepts,
they must be basic to the process of thinking and not only inferred
from failure or success in solving a problem.
These difficulties which confront investigators studying
thought processes have long been recognized.

It is implicit in some

of the early theoretical work of Duncker (1945), Maier (1930), and
Luchins (1942), in which various factors such as past experience, set,
verbal content, and perceptual aspects of a problem were studied in
terms of their disruptive or interfering effect in the problem solving
process.

It is also well known that work in this area has been greatly

delayed because much of psychology has dogmatically steered away from
any consideration of internal cognitive processes and has concentrated
as

Chomsky (1959) has pointed out, on external factors, consisting of

present stimulation and history of reinforcement.

Despite psychology's

reticence to concern itself with the function relating stimulus to
response, increasing methodological sophistication has begun to suggest
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way of more closely approaching the impervious "0."

Moreover, if psy

chology is to fulfill its role in delineating thought processes, atten
tion must be given to the suggestion of Miller, Galanter, and Pribram
(1960, pp. 18-33)

. . i f the cognitive function is a complex one, a

detailed analysis of behavior is required which goes much beyond the
usual analysis in most learning or problem solving experiments."
While it is not being suggested that the use of "thought" as an inter
vening variable may be replaced by a potentially observable hypotheti
cal construct, it is this investigator's contention that cognitive
functions may be rendered observable by the use of process studies
which not only minimize interpersonal variables, but allow the precise
quantification of the steps in solving (hence thinking) purely rational
problems consisting of solely logical relationships as they exist in
rational problems.

Statement of the Problem
In order to study problem solving analytically, it is desirable
to relate the product to the process which produces it.

Quoting from

John and Miller,
problems may be solved using different processes, and failure to
solve a problem may have many explanations. . . . The major
reason for emphasis on the product is that we have not known how
to observe and measure the process; we have had methodological
difficulty in externalizing the process in an operational
way. . . . For greater utility and potentiality, a technique
for the study of human problem solving must meet several criteria;
The content of the problem itself should require minimum
technical or previously acquired knowledge; the complexity of the
problem should be quantifiable and variable; the effects of
learning should be minimal from problem to problem; a number of
problems of comparable complexity should be available so that a
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series of comparable measures may be obtained; and most impor
tant, the method should permit the externalization and quantita
tive measurement of the problem solving process along continua of
dimensionality.
(John and Miller, 1957, pp. 291-92).
In terms of this framework, no matter what the nature of the
thought process or the nature of a problem may be, there is always
present two general characteristics.

Problems can be resolved into

elements, that is, the specific components involved, and into relation
ships which are the ordering of these elements.

Knowledge of elements

and the ability to manipulate this knowledge in accordance with the
constraints imposed by the relationships between them are the two re
quirements for the solution of problems.
If then, it is possible to construct abstract logical problems
with the same formal relational structure as a problem which involves
factual content, why should not this methodology be used to study
schizophrenic thinking?
It will be the purpose of this investigation to demonstrate
that processes of thinking can be measured in schizophrenic patients;
further, it is hypothesized that we have falsely attributed concepts
of concrete thinking, paleologic thinking, perseveration, inability to
shift mental sets, and so forth to schizophrenic patients when in fact
these conceptualizations do not always adequately characterize individ
ual patients.

As already suggested, this failure has been brought about

by weak methodology and a concern with products rather than processes
of thinking.

It is specifically hypothesized that schizophrenic think

ing, similar to the greater variability characterizing physiological
and biochemical functioning of schizophrenic patients will express
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itself only in a general inefficiency; moreover, this variability will
not necessarily follow distinct and unique patterns of rigidity, per
severation, and disorganization, but will express itself only as a
quantitative deficiency.

METHOD

Subjects
The schizophrenic patient population was selected from the
several Louisiana State mental hospitals and was chosen on the basis
of the following criteria:
1.

Seventeen to twenty-six years of age.

2.

Completion of ten to twelve years of formal education.

3.

At least average intellectual performance as measured by
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale verbal subtest.
This particular intelligence measure was selected because
of its additional diagnostic utility in determining the
extent of psychosis.

The final schizophrenic patient sample consisted of forty
white subjects, 20 male, 20 female, who had been overtly schizophrenic
no more than five years.

Patients were selected from among those diag

nosed as schizophrenic by the hospital psychiatric staff.

Only those

patients who were well preserved, in good contact, and judged to be in
an excellent state of remission were considered for the experimental
group.
Normal subjects were selected from among those students in the
Hammond, and the Greensburg, Louisiana, vocational and technical trade
schools who had either dropped out of a high school curriculum or had
completed High School and chosen to begin a vocational program.
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They
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thus constituted an extremely heterogenous group in terms of vocational
choice.

The various vocational curricula from which students were

selected included auto mechanics, drafting, pre-nursing, electronics,
secretarial, business machines, and bookkeeping.

All normal subjects

had attained no more than ten to twelve years of formal education and
were judged to be of average intelligence as measured by the Otis Quick
Scoring Mental Ability test, Gamma series.

Students with a history of

emotional disturbance were excluded from the control group.

Apparatus
In an original article published by Erwin Roy John (1957) an
apparatus called the PSI (Problem Solving and Information) apparatus
is described which has been shown to permit the combination of a number
of elements into various logical relationships.

Since its original

development, the PSI has undergone minor structural alterations and is
presently known as the LAD (Logical Analysis Device).

Basically, it

consists of an operator’s display panel, a central logic unit, problem
plug boards, diagramed information discs, and a discrete event re
corder.

The following illustration indicates the nature of the dis

play panel which confronts the subject.

A detailed description of

the LAD (Appendix A) and a worked example of the problem as shown in
Illustration I may be found in Appendix B.
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Illustration 1.

Display Panel Which Confronts the Subject

Procedure

Selection of a Suitable Problem
An analysis of the worked example, Appendix B, suggests that
problems of varying degrees of complexity may be developed, beginning
at the simplest level where the pushing of a certain button would
cause the central light to go on, and ranging to a very complicated
sequence of button pushes.

It is of course imperative that the prob

lem used in assessing thought processes be appropriate to the subject
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studied.

Since it is quite probable that neither too simple nor ex

tremely complex problems would distinguish schizophrenic patients from
normals, a pilot investigation was carried out in order to minimize
this variable.

After administering several problems of reasonable com

plexity to ten moderately impaired and randomly selected schizophrenic
patients, it became clear that only those patients who were in extremely
good contact and in a good state of remission could realistically under
stand and perform the kinds of problems employed by the LAD.

Further

more, the decision as to which problem to finally use as a criterion
measure was an extremely difficult one.

While a very simple problem

allows little opportunity for examining the dynamics of the thought
process, a problem too complex possesses the additional difficulty of
confounding due to emotional involvement, motivational factors, and
loss of goal orientation.

In addition, it was found that when problems

were too difficult, there was a definite tendency for schizophrenic
patients to revert to haphazard and unobjective button pushing.

In

order to minimize these variables as much as possible, instructions
were given in a very concrete manner and in great detail, care being
taken that all subjects understood the nature of the task.

Addition

ally, two worked examples were used in order that a standard minimum of
information was given to each subject and that the potential for per
formance could be considered to be of reasonable equality for all sub
jects.

The following illustration indicates the nature of the criterion

finally selected for this investigation.
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Illustration 2.

Criterion Problem Used in the Present Investigation.

Instructions
The rules of the LAD were presented to all subjects in a stand
ardized form.

All rules were explained with the aid of demonstration

discs and practice exercises.

Details of the rules used for all sub

jects may be found in Appendix C.

In each case the examiner stressed

the kind of method which was most effective in solving the problem.
Following the introduction and trial problems, which required fifteen
to twenty minutes, subjects were directed to solve the criterion prob
lem.

Repetition of the correct solution on three successive operations
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was demanded as a criterion.

Subjects who expressed little interest

and motivation and who seemed not to comprehend the nature of the task
were eliminated.

While only one normal subject was rejected, it was

necessary to screen some 115 schizophrenic patients in order to find
those forty individuals felt to be well motivated and capable of solv
ing the problem.

Analysis
By analyzing the nature of the experiments (hypotheses) per
formed during the problem solving process, and taking into account
their order, it is possible to relate various aspects of the process
to the state of information achieved by the process up to that point.
It is also possible to relate the product of the process, the solution,
to the information state.

The raw data permit the quantification of a

large number of variables, some of which seem to be of reasonable sta
tistical independence.

Some of these variables such as the time re

quired for solution, or the number of operations required for solution,
are power variables.

Others are more validly process variables, and

consequently the major interest of this study.

The variables can be

grouped into three major areas of performance; they are, method of work,
efficiency of acquisition and handling of information, and consistency
and appropriateness of approach to the problem.

In all these areas,

the event recorder allows a precise analysis of the inferrable informa
tion that can be derived at any point in any arbitrary sequence of
questions.

This is made possible because, in spite of the very large

number of possible sequences of questions, there is not too large a
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number of interactions of questions as a function of order.

The data

permit the use of the following measures or dependent variables, as
outlined by John (1957).

In addition to selected measures proposed by

John, one additional measure (Irrelevant Manipulations) has been in
cluded because of its unique quality in differentiating the normal
from the schizophrenic group.

Dependent Variables
A.

Work Variables--Effort expended in the solution of the problem.
1.

Time--Number of minutes required for solution to be
achieved.

2.

Operations--Number of operations required for solution to
be achieved.

3.

Complexity--The total number of manipulations required for
solution to be achieved, divided by the total number of
operations.

4.

Rate--The number of operations required for solution
divided by the time.

5.

Pauses--The number of minutes during which no questions
are asked, divided by the total time required for solution.

6.

Manipulations--The number of button pushes required for
solution to be achieved.

B.

Information Variables--This variable depends on the ordering
of questions in addition to the nature of the questions.
1.

Exhaustiveness of Inquiry--The number of different items
actually elicited from the information pool.
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2.

Redundancy--The number of times in a performance that the
same question is repeated.

3.

Irrelevant Manipulations--Pushing of those elements which
have no relationship to the problem.

4.

NAST-point (Implicit)--The point in the performance where
the subject obtains the information which is necessary and
sufficient to enable solution of the problem provided that
maximum inferential use is validly made of the data on hand.
a.

Absolute--The number of questions asked up to and in
cluding the point,

b.

Relative--As a percentage of the total number of ques
tions .

5.

NASI (Explicit)--The point in the performance where the
subject obtains the information which is necessary and
sufficient to enable solution of the problem without the
necessity of inferring any relationships involved.
a.

Absolute--The number of questions asked up to and in
cluding the point.

b.

Relative--As a percentage of the total number of ques
tions .

6.

Inferential lag--The number of questions which intervene
between the achievement of the NASI implicitly and explicity.
a.

Absolute--The actual number of questions in the inter
val between the two NASI points.
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b.

Relative--The number of questions in the interval
divided by the total number of questions required for
solution.

C.

Approach Variables--These are variables which describe the
orientation of the individual to the problem, and which relate
the effect of acquired information to the approach.
1.

Analytic-Synthetic shift point (A-S shift)--That point in
the performance where the percentage of analytic before
minus the percentage of synthetic before is a maximum for
the whole performance.

This index can be stated as (a)

absolute, (b) relative.
2.

Predominant mode--The total number of analytic intervals
divided by the total number of synthetic intervals.

3.

Mixture of Modes--The percentage of the total number of
analytic intervals in the performance which is located
before the shift minus the percentage of the total synthe
tic intervals in the performance located before the shift
point.

4.

Frequency of change of Approach--The total number of in
versions from synthesis back to analysis which occurs in
the performance.

5.

Synthetic lag--(Implicit)--The absolute A-S shift point
minus the absolute NASI implicit point.

This index is

stated as (a) absolute, (b) relative.
6.

Synthetic lag--(Explicit)--The absolute A-S shift point
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minus the absolute NASI explicit point.

This index is

stated both as (a) absolute and (b) relative.
All twenty-four dependent variables permit the use of a two by two
factorial analysis of variance design (Lindquist, 1956).

Since the

present experimental investigation was exploratory in nature, a high
level of confidence seemed most appropriate; significance was thus set
at the .001 level.

RESULTS
Mean performance on all dependent variables for both the normal
and schizophrenic populations is shown in Table 1.

Summary tables of the

analysis of variance for all twenty-four measures may be found in Appen
dix D.

Levels of significance for those F-ratios which failed to meet

the 10% level of confidence were excluded from the tables.
Examination of the statistical analysis reveals that only two
variables, time and rate, reached the established .001 level of confi
dence.

A graphic illustration of the differences between the normal

subjects and schizophrenic patients in their generation of performance
or rate is shown in Figure 1.
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TABLE 1
MEAN PERFORMANCE ON LAD VARIABLES OF SCHIZOPHRENIC PATIENTS AND CONTROL SUBJECTS

Variable
Time (In Minutes)
Operations (Total ‘Numb'er)

Schizophrenic
Patients
Ma le
Fema le
8.09
21.5

10.92
29.8

Control
Subjects
Male
Female
5.20
17.0

5.85
18.7

Complexity (Manipulations/Operations)

1.88

1.89

1.74

1.83

Rate (Operations/Total Time)

2.88

2.80

3.67

3.46

.14

i18

.06

.07

Pauses (Minutes of Non-Activity/Total Time)
Manipulations (Total Number)

43.8

55.6

30.8

33.5

Exhaustiveness of Inquiry (Total Number)

6.4

7.5

6.8

7.0

Redundancy {Total Number)

7.1

12.7

4.4

5.8

Irrelevant Manipulations (Total dumber)

2.7

2.9

0.5

0.6

NASI-Necessary and Sufficient Information Point (Implicit)
(a) Absolute— operations up to and including the Point
(b) Relative— as a percentage Of the total number of Operations

5.1
29.2

9.0
31.3

4.3
30.0

4.1
25.5

NASI-Necessary and Sufficient Information Point (Explicit)
(a) Absolute--operations up to and including the Point
(b) Relative— as a percentage of the total number of Operations

10.4
57.2

14.8
54.4

9.9
65.4

10.7
63.6

5.3

5.9

5.6

6.7

28.0

23.1

35.4

38.1

Inferential Lag (Operations intervening between achievement of
the NASI Implicitly and Explicitly)
(a) Absolute— Number of operations in the interval between the
two Points
(b) Relative--Number of operations in the interval/total
number of Operations

M
VO

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Variable
Analytic-Synthetic (A-S) Shift Point (Point in the performance
where the percentage of Analytic before minus the percentage
of Synthetic before is a maximum for the whole performance
(a) Absolute--operations up to and including the Point
(b) Relative--as a percentage of the total number of Operations
Predominant Mode (Total Number of Analytic intervals/Total
number of Synthetic intervals)

Schizophrenic
Patients
Ma le
Fema le

17.8
77.9
4.89

21.7
74.9
5.11

Control
Subjects
Male
Female

12.8
75.3
4.33

13.4
68.8
4.83

Mixture of Modes (Percentage of the total number of Analytic
intervals located before the Shift-Point minus the
percentage of the total Synthetic intervals located before
the Shift-Point)

70.7

58.9

74.2

77.6

Frequency of change of Approach (Total number of, inversions
from Synthesis back to Analysis)

2.1

3.1

1.4

1.3

12.7

12.7

8.5

9.4

48.7

43.6

45.3

43.3

7.4

6.9

2.9

2.8

20.6

10.0

5.7

Synthetic Lag (Implicit)— Analytic-Synthetic Shift-Point minus
the Absolute NASI Point (Implicit)
(a) Absolute— Number of operations intervening between AnalyticSynthetic Shift Point and NASI Point (Implicit)
(b) Relative— Number of Operations intervening between AnalyticSynthetic Shift Point and NASI Point (Implicit) expressed
as a percentage of the total number of operations.
Synthetic Lag (Explicit)--Absolute Analytic-Shift Point minus the
Absolute NASI Point (Explicit)
(a) Absolute— Number of Operations intervening between AnalyticSynthetic Shift Point and NASI Point and NASI Point
(Explicit)
(b) Relative --Number of Operations intervening between AnalyticSynthetic Shift Point (Explicit) expressed as a percentage
of the total number of Operations.

20.7

1
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The finding of significant differences between normal and schizo
phrenic subjects with respect to time and rate supports the plethora of
research noting lowered efficiency and performance in schizophrenic pa
tients.

Means for amount of time required to achieve criterion by the

schizophrenic males and females and the normal males and females were
8.09, 10.92, 5.20 and 5.85, minutes respectively.
Six additional variables, number of operations, number of mani
pulations, pauses, frequency of change of approach, redundancy, and num
ber of irrelevant manipulations may be considered suggestive of
significant trends since level of confidence was established at the .005
level.

Since the measure of redundancy, however, was assessed abso

lutely to purposely maximize any indication of stereotypy and perse
veration, the finding of a .005 significance level cannot be considered
comparable to such a finding on the other five variables suggestive of
significant trends.

Further support for this observation is the fact

that significance was barely established within the .005 level.
It may be observed from a consideration of each area of per
formance, i.e., method of work, manner of eliciting and handling infor
mation, and the approach and orientation of the individual to the task,
that the two variables found significant (time and rate) as well as
three additional measures suggestive of significant trends (number of
operations, pauses, and number of manipulations) are found within the
area of performance which indicates the subject’s method of work or
effort expended in the solution of a problem.
Even if one considers redundancy as indicative of a differential
trend, it remains that only this variable plus irrelevant manipulations
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and frequency of change of approach fail to fall within the area of per
formance measuring effort or method of work.
Recalling the nature of each measure lends the additional obser
vation that few of the variables found to be either significant or
suggestive of differential tendencies are validly process indicies.
While frequency of change of approach has many aspects of a process
variable, only rate of performance and pauses, as here used and defined,
may be considered process measures.
No differences were found between the normal subjects and
schizophrenic patients with respect to the complexity of the problem
solving process and the extent to which subjects exhausted possible
basic questions.

Also, those variables which tap aspects of informa

tion gathering, both implicitly and explicitly, covertly and overtly,
did not differentiate the experimental from the control group.

More

over no essential difference was found between normal subjects and
schizophrenic patients with regard to the number of operations existing
between the achievement of the necessary and sufficient information
implicitly and explicitly.
All approach variables, with the exception of the already in
dicated trend of frequency of change of approach failed to differ
entiate the normal from the schizophrenic group.

Thus, the point at

which a subject shifted from analysis to synthesis, predominant orien
tation to the problem, mixture of approaches, and the lag which existed
between the analysis-synthesis shift point and the point of achieving
the needed information implicitly and explicitly failed to provide a
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distinction between the two groups.
Although somewhat striking mean differences were found on a
number of measures, no significant interactions were found between ill
ness and sex on any variable.

Confirmation of this observation is

supported by an examination of performance means, for while the per
formance of normal subjects was usually better than that of schizo
phrenic patients, where one found normal males more successful one also
typically found schizophrenic males more successful.

DISCUSSION

Because of the way in which factors within a performance con
tribute to the outcome, the way in which these factors are related to
other variables, and because of the difficulty in assessing the true
value of non-static measures, it is difficult to suggest with extreme
certainty the meaning of any single process index.

These facts are

compounded by the large number of measures to which the data lends it
self.
Because of the large number of variables, each one will be
presented briefly, giving some indication of the nature and meaning
of each result and wherever feasible giving the most likely interpre
tation.

An attempt to integrate these findings will then be under

taken in the hope that a comprehensive picture of schizophrenic
thinking as measured by the Logical Analysis Device may be seen.
It must be indicated from the outset that discussing and
describing process data is extremely difficult because of the habitual
and traditional approach of considering response measures as static
and invariant entities.

Presented with precise and detailed data

about process, as is given by the Logical Analysis Device, one still
tends to describe the product rather than the process.

In order to

focus on the dynamics of the process as much as possible, an attempt
will be made to occasionally introject those clinical observations
made by the writer while observing the performance of the various sub
jects.

Hopefully some meaningful interpretation of results can then

be made, allowing credence, respectively, to the statistical results,
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the process and product measures, and the experimental observations.

Time--Although time is a power index, certain relationships
between time and process are expected, since the process must occupy
time.

While the nature of the process or source of the poorer perform

ance is not made clear by this variable, one can infer that the decre
ment in performance time as required by schizophrenic subjects must be
due to some source of inefficiency.

Taken singly, this variable adds

support to the vast amount of data which demonstrates the lowered
performance of schizophrenic patients in nearly all sense modalities.
'I

Operations--An operation is defined as the series of manipu
lations of the LAD which occurs between activation of any element and
the first subsequent time period in which all elements are inactive.
A question is thus considered to be a manipulation or series of mani
pulations which interact or are contemporaneous.

While content of

the operations may be considered a process index this measure as given
here is a power index.

As a superficial observation, it appears that

since the schizophrenic population required a statistically greater
amount of time to achieve criterion, they also should have gone
through a greater number of operations.

This interpretation would be

true, however, only if the integrity of the process and the rate of
performance generated by both normals and schizophrenics would be con
stant.

As we shall see in discussing the concept of pauses, such an

assumption is unwarranted, for the schizophrenic patients spent consid
erable time during which no questions were asked.

In spite of this
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finding, this variable was among those six considered suggestive of a
meaningful trend.

Complexity--Complexity is a variable which has more of the
aspects of a process measure than the two indicies thus far discussed.
Characteristically, an efficient subject goes through single manipula
tions at the beginning of the performance and then turns to longer
series of manipulations.

The differential complexity of different

phases of the process is used as an index of the mode of approach as
the process evolves (see section on Approach Variables following).
Since the present measure is an average value and deals with overall
complexity, little of the measure itself as a process index is re
tained.

It is perhaps this factor which accounts for the insignifi

cant findings.

Observation of experimental and control subjects during

the course of the experiment would have suggested this variable to be a
significant one.

A number of schizophrenic patients went through

elaborate series of manipulations, and did so even in the earlier
stages of performance.

Some subjects were noted to assume this mode

of approach independently of the amount of information elicited or the
degree of emotional involvement.

While similar behavior was observed

in some 6 to 8 normal subjects, it was typically observed after a period
of unsuccessful attempts to light the center light, and thus appeared to
be an expression of frustration.

Since complexity is derived from the

ratio of manipulations to operations, the greater number of both by the
schizophrenic population mitigates any observational complexity which
may have been noted.
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Rate--Rate is the first LAD variable which has been discussed
so far which is a process variable.

In effect, it is an index which

indicates the underlying integrity and unity of the problem solving
process which culminates in the achievement of a product.

Subjects

who are logical, goal directed and purposive in their actions, will
typically generate a constant and somewhat accelerated rate.

Individ

uals who are inefficient in their approach, lose sight of their goal,
and fail to work logically and analytically, generate an irregular and
decelerated performance.

The regularity with which one evaluates the

information he possesses and comes to a decision as to what his next
step must be, the more accelerated and uniform will be the rate.

If

one plots a graph of cumulative questions versus time, the curve so
generated is characteristically a straight line, the slope of which
approximates rate.

We have already seen (figure 1) this essential

difference between the schizophrenic and the normal group.

Since a

composite score of all schizophrenic patients and all normal subjects
is presented on this graph, it naturally assumes a linear function
and thus fails to reveal any deviations from linearity.
deviations from linearity may occur in two ways.

Typically,_

Occasionally an in

dividual will derive some source of information which will enable him
to go through a period of accelerated output in attempting to reconfirm
or try out sets of new hypotheses.
slope depicts this stage.

The resulting accelerated change in

Then, too, one occasionally observes pauses

in output which may be due to perplexity or the subjectfe attempt to
analyze the nature of foregoing relationships which he has observed.
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These periods of non-activity are usually followed by a transient peri
od of accelerated output until the curve returns to the basic straight
line.

In an attempt to provide some illustration of the suspected

differences between the normal and schizophrenic subjects with respect
to both the slope of the curve and its uniformity, the following four
normal and four schizophrenic performances have been randomly selected
for illustration.
It can be seen that even though several normal subjects re
quired a greater number of operations to achieve criterion than did
the presented schizophrenic subjects, the integrity of their perform
ance was indeed much better.

Further, of the illustrated examples,

one can note the greater efficiency and hence accelerated rate of
performance by the normal subjects.
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Figure 2.

KATE OF PERFORMANCE OF FOUR SCHIZOPHRENIC AND FOUR NORMAL
RANDOMLY SELECTED SUBJECTS.
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RATE OF PERFORMANCE OF FOUR SCHIZOPHRENIC AND FOUR NORMAL
RANDOMLY SELECTED SUBJECTS (Continued).

Figure 2.
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Pauses--Pauses is an index which gives us an insight into the
constancy with which the process goes on.

As has already been sug

gested, it is possible to have two performances which display the same
rate, one of which has no pauses and the other of which contains an
appreciable number of pauses, because of the smoothing which enters
into the computation of rate.

In terms of the present investigation,

this variable seems particularly important because of its sensitivity
to what might be termed perplexity.

While a number of subjects were

noted to push buttons in an almost random like organ playing manner,
other exhibited dismay and perplexity as to what their next action
should be.

In some instances, it appeared that time was needed to

recall the rules which were pointed out by the examiner during the
instructions as being most efficient.

In any event, the number of

minutes during which no activity was observed can be considered a
strongly suggestive trend since the schizophrenic sample was distin
guished from the normal group well within the .005 level, nearly
reaching the .001 level of confidence.

Manipulations--Since this variable indicates the total number
of activations of any element, it may be considered to satisfy the
requirements of either an operation or part of an operation.

As used

here, number of manipulations required for solution to be achieved is
also a power index.

While it was found not to be significant at the

established level of confidence, the trend suggested by the .005 level
agrees with a similar trend observed in number of operations.

The

ratio of these two indicies, of course, determines the complexity of
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the thinking process as a whole.

Since complexity did not differen

tiate the normal from the schizophrenic group, an apparent explanation
is that the quality of performance as measured by complexity is not a
meaningful difference, while efficiency and effort needed to achieve
criterion may be.

Exhaustiveness of Inquiry--There are twelve possible meaning
ful items either used singly or in combination which could be elicited
from the pool of information found on the criterion problem consider
ing that no information is inferred and all elements are tested ex
plicitly.

They are the use of buttons 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 , 7, 8 , and 9

singly; the use of 1 and 2 , 1 andr 8 , 2 and 8 , as combinors; and the
use of 1 , 2 , and 8 , as the explicit test for the preventor light.
Only one light, number 5, has absolutely no relationship to the
achievement of the correct solution.

Amount of inquiry thus tells us

the extent to which the set of possible basic questions has been ex
hausted by the subject, and so used is more a product than a process
index.

Intuitively, one would suspect that since the schizophrenic

group took somewhat longer to achieve criterion then did the normals,
they would have, either in a purposeful or in a fortuitous manner,
exhausted more elements from the information pool.

Another tenable

observation, however, is that the normal subjects were able to elicit
a minimum of information and put it to good use, thus avoiding the
necessity of gathering all information explicitly.

A puzzling con

sideration is why the schizophrenic subjects did not exhaust more items
of information to help them in achieving a solution.

It is possible
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that these subjects were aware in a realistic way that they had the
information necessary to solve the problem, but could not achieve
criterion as effectively as did the normal individuals.
Exhaustiveness of inquiry is exceedingly important for the pur
poses of this study because of its use as an index of the stereotypy of
response.
The fact that both the total schizophrenic group and the total
control group had a mean exhaustiveness of inquiry of exactly 6.9 items
and that the ANOV revealed no significant difference between these two
groups suggests that either the schizophrenic group spent the remaining
minutes of their performance time in redundant repetition of the ex
hausted items, in poorly organized and meaningless manipulations, or
that this time was spent in periods of inactivity.

Some clue that

redundancy is not a conclusive explanation and that both periods of
inactivity, and poorly organized and meaningless manipulation has some
validity can be seen in the variable labeled redundancy, for it defines
the cumulative number of times in a performance that the same question
is repeated.

Redundancy--Examination of the data with regard to this vari
able reveals a striking finding in that redundancy as here defined
does not distinguish the schizophrenic from the normal group at the
established level of confidence.

This finding is all the more sig

nificant when one considers the present method of determining the
amount of redundancy, for as presently used, it is expressed in abso
lute terms and does not consider the additional performance time
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required by the schizophrenic group.

One might suggest from the find

ings of these last two variables that the

inefficiency of schizophrenic

patients is not due to perseveration or redundant attempts at solution,
but appears to be more a function of periods of inactivity, inefficiency
in integrating new data, or an inability to adequately organize and
make purposive that material which he has at hand.

—

Irrelevant Manipulations --Although this variable is predicated

upon the nature of the present criterion problem and has thus not been
reported previously, it is of some interest and possible significance
in terms of schizophrenic behavior.

A look at the problem used in

this investigation suggests that only one element, light number 5, has
no meaning in terms of the solution of the problem.

It is thus irrel

evant and any attempts to manipulate this light would be non-purposive.
While the manipulation of light 5 was not limited to the schizophrenic
group, this variable was among those six suggestive of differences
between normal and schizophrenic subjects.

While the possible explana

tions may be many, the fact that such a level of confidence is achieved
may provide material for fertile heuristic speculation.

NASI Point (Implicit)--This variable simply defines that point
in the performance at which the subject is theoretically able to solve
the problem, provided that maximum inference is made of the data on
hand.

Stated in relative terms, the data suggests that the schizo

phrenic group was able to achieve this information just as readily as
did the normal group, since the relative amount of time to achieve
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criterion did not approach significance on any level.

Expressed in

absolute terms, the control group was again unable to differ signifi
cantly from the schizophrenic patients at the established level of con
fidence.

The fact that significance was established at the .01 level

if treated absolutely raises the embarrassing question as to why normal
subjects were unable to also establish some level of significant
difference on the basis of a relative comparison.

Theoretically,

this finding suggests that even though normal subjects were able to
extract the needed implicit information earlier in their performance,
they were to some extent more inefficient in putting it to use than
were the schizophrenic subjects.

NASI Point (Explicit)--In contrast to the Necessary and Suffi
cient Information Implicit point, this variable reveals that point in
the performance at which the relevant items have actually been overtly
elicited from the LAD.

It thus marks that point at which a percep

tually astute and completely logical individual might undergo the a-ha
or insightful experience needed to successfully solve the problem in
his next series of manipulations.

Among the 80 subjects included in

this investigation, the raw data suggested perhaps only 3 individuals
capable of such insight.
phrenic group.

One such individual was among the schizo

On the basis of group comparisons neither the explicit

point expressed absolutely or relatively approached the established
level of confidence.

The fact that the mean relative explicit point

favors the schizophrenic group while the absolute explicit mean
favors the normals again suggests the possibility of a greater
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potential for performance among the schizophrenic population than among
the normals.

Since such an assumption is based in this case on mean

differences it may of course be invalid and totally unwarranted.
The explicit point, itself, may often go unrecognized at its
initial point of expression.

In most cases, however, a phase of re

assurance in which verification of what has been elicited both implic
itly and explicitly takes place.
The suggestion by John (1957), that this period of activity
is frequently required for perception of relationships to become
accurate appears to be a valid one.

Inferential Lag--The two inferential lag indicies are mea
sures of the quality of the inferences drawn by the subject in the
course of the process.

They are indicative of the failure of the

subject to infer properly from data he has gathered or of his need for
reassurance about inferences which he had made.

While theoretically

there is no need to achieve the NASI point explicitly once it is sug
gested implicitly, the fact that the explicit NASI point does occur
suggests that conclusions which could have been drawn either have not
been drawn, have not been accepted, or simply have not been noticed.
Although this variable, expressed both absolutely and relatively,
does not meet the established level of confidence needed for signifi
cance, it is again interesting that the means of the schizophrenic
and the normal groups respectively, suggest that the lag between the
achievement of the NASI implicitly and explicitly again favored the
schizophrenic group.
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Analytic-Synthetic Shift Point--This variable defines a unique
point which separates the LAD performance into a predominantly analytic
phase before the point and a predominantly synthetic phase after the
point.

The analytic-synthetic shift point, together with the other

approach variables, permits one to measure the extent to which the LAD
performance does consist of separate and separable phases of informa
tion gathering and information application.

Because of the relative

simplicity of the criterion measure, the necessity for any synthetic
information is hardly needed.

Yet many subjects turned to synthesis

relatively early in the performance.

On occasion and more so in the

schizophrenic group, a subject began to immediately elicit synthetic
data rather than initially go through the shown to be most effective
logical and analytical phase.

Looking at the mean absolute and rela

tive Analytic-Synthetic Shift Points, one notes that normals did
achieve the Analytic-Synthetic Shift Point earlier in the performance
than did the schizophrenic group.

Yet neither condition resulted in

a significant difference at the established level of confidence.

On

this variable, however, the absolute Analytic-Synthetic Shift Point
more nearly approaches significance than does the relative measure.

Predominant Mode--This index provides a measure of the rela
tive amounts of analysis and synthesis of which a LAD performance is
composed.

The fact that very little synthesis is needed to achieve

criterion suggests that highly efficient subjects would have a higher
score on this variable, provided that the time required to achieve
criterion was comparable.

While the mean predominant mode measure was
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5.00 for the schizophrenic group and 4.58 for the normal subjects,
the range within both groups was quite large.

Several normal sub

jects had fourteen and fifteen times as many analytic intervals as
they did synthetic intervals.

Similar type performances were seen

among schizophrenic patients with one subject producing 17 times as
many analytic intervals.

Also present in both groups was the obverse

situation in which the number of synthetic intervals actually sur
passed the number of analytic intervals.

While the nature of the

criterion problem would seem to predispose the better organized thinker
to a heightened score, data comparing the two groups in no way
approached significance.

Mixture of Modes--This index measures the extent to which LAD
performance can be separated into distinct analytic and synthetic
phases.

One would suspect that the definiteness of separation distin

guishing the two phases would be much clearer for the normal group if
their problem solving ability was in fact more logical.

The data

suggests, however, that normal subjects tended to intermingle these
two subsidiary processes equally as much as did the schizophrenic
group.

Frequency of Change of Approach--While the mixture of Modes
variable gives a measure of the separation of the two phases, it does
not enable one to discriminate between the performance which inter
rupted an analytic phase with a prolonged synthetic interjection and
one which shifted back and forth repeatedly.

The present measure tells
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us which case we are dealing with, for it measures the number of times
that a subject attempts to synthesize data and feels forced to revert
to analysis for more information, or more parsimoniously, it may sug
gest the lack of logic and the degree of confusion in the problem
solving process.

As previously mentioned, the perfectly logical indi

vidual will have no need to revert from one phase back to another, and
will demonstrate a detailed analytic phase followed by several inter
vals of synthesis.

While this variable is also non-significant at the

established level, it is worthy of note that respective to the other
approach variables, its significance is much greater and provides some
support for a significant trend differentiating normal and schizo
phrenic subjects.

Synthetic Lag (Implicit1)--This is a measure of the failure of
the subject to shift from analysis to synthesis as soon as the sum of
inferences which can be validly drawn from the information he has
gathered is sufficient for solution to occur.

A prolonged failure to

make this shift either indicates poor inferential ability and a need
to view all aspects of the problem solving process explicitly, or a
delay in the shift because of misinterpretation, confusion, or faulty
logic.

The data suggests that both absolutely and relatively, few

differences exist between the inferential ability of the schizophrenic
and the normal group.

Of interest is the fact that all subjects tend

to shift after a characteristic period of time, irrespective of whether
they actually have a sufficient amount of information to make the shift
a constructive one.
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Synthetic Lag (Explicit)--In contrast to the implicit synthetic
lag, this index is a measure of failure of the subject to shift to syn
thesis as soon as the explicit yield from analysis is sufficient for
solution of the problem to occur.

If the A-S shift occurs before the

NASI point (Explicit) is achieved, the synthetic lag is negative.

While

such a premature shift may be adaptive, it is only so if the subject
does not find it subsequently necessary to return to analysis for
further items of information or for the NASI (Explicit) before achiev
ing solution of the problem.

If the subject finds it necessary to re

turn to analysis (inversion) after the shift occurs, the premature
shift appears to be inappropriate, indicating overly flexible perform
ance or faulty inference concerning the NASI implicit point, since one
concludes that it was the basis for such strategy.

If the A-S shift

occurs after the NASI is explicitly achieved, the synthetic lag is
positive, and its magnitude is an indication of the extent to which
further inquiry is required by the subject before realization that the
information already acquired constitutes an adequate basis for solu
tion of the problem.

Whether synthetic lag is positive or negative, its

absolute magnitude is a measure of the extent to which shift from
analysis to synthesis is inappropriate, provided that the NASI explicit
point appears in the performance.

While in more difficult problems the

synthetic lag is typically negative, the present criterion problem re
vealed many more performances which produced a positive explicit syn
thetic lag.

The data thus suggests that for the present problem,

subjects actually shifted to synthesis relatively later than would be
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expected.

This situation, however, may be an artifact of the nature

of the present problem, since as already suggested, the need for syn
thetic information is quite small.
A summary of these findings indicates that only two measures of
the twenty-four reached the established confidence level.

They were

the time need to achieve criterion, and the rate of performance.

Six

additional variables, number of operations, number of manipulations,
amount of time spent in non-activity, frequency of change of approach,
redundancy, and number of irrelevant manipulations were suggestive of
significant trends with levels of confidence established at the .005
level.

One immediate observation is that all eight of these measures,

with the possible exception of redundancy and irrelevant manipulations
tap significant aspects of schizophrenic behavior which are seldom
looked for or deemed important in the usual characterization of schizo
phrenia.

Furthermore, it appears that these variables are more validly

indicies of quantitative rather than qualitative differences.

A

further observation is that nearly all these indicies align themselves
as measures of performance, efficiency, speed, power and effort, rather
than of potential, learning ability, or understanding.
The fact that five of the eight variables are work variables
is a significant generalization in itself, for it suggests that the
schizophrenic patients faulty performance and poorly organized behavior
is a function of inefficiency in the expending of effort, rather than a
distinctly wrong, disoriented, or confused approach.

Conversely, from

a consideration of the information variables it may be suggested that
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since the schizophrenic patient is able to make inferential decisions
as rapidly as does the normal subject, is as readily able to elicit
implicitly and explicitly the needed information, and exhibits no lag
or deficiency in eliciting such information, that his potential for
discovering information and his understanding of such information is
equal to that of the normal individual.
With regard to approach variables, only one variable, fre
quency of change of approach, suggests a potential difference between
the schizophrenic and normal group in terms of their orientation to
the problem and ability to modify their approach on the basis of the
amount of acquired information.

It thus appears that only three of the

variables suggestive of potential differences, i.e., frequency of
change of approach, redundancy, and irrelevant manipulations measure
aspects of problem solving and thinking as defined by the present in
vestigation which may mitigate the foregoing conclusions.
It has already been indicated that absolute redundancy as here
defined and measured provides little support for any notion of rigid
ity, perseveration or inability to shift mental sets.

While a trend

in this direction is suggested, it may be more a fortuitous element
of its method of assessment than a meaningful characteristic of schizo
phrenic thinking.

In support of this observation, exhaustiveness of

inquiry data indicates that the normal individual may be just as
stereotyped in his method of eliciting information as the schizophrenic
patient, but exhibits greater efficiency in using whatever fund of
information he obtains.
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Similarly, frequency of change of approach and irrelevant mani
pulations, because they both have few aspects of process measures, lend
little contradiction to the conclusion that the schizophrenic patient's
performance deficit is one of inefficient functioning rather than a
unique or distinct qualitative disturbance.

Both irrelevant manipula

tions and frequency of change of approach seem to support on some level,
at least, Shakow's (1946) belief that schizophrenic patients are unable
to maintain a set and lose goal orientation.

Another possible explana

tion may be Mednick's (1958) suggestion that high anxiety as found in
early schizophrenia results in heightened generalization, and a subse
quent intrusion of irrelevant material.
A third conclusion may be that these two trends are expressive
of Cameron's (1939) concept of overinclusion.

As a more parsimonious

consideration, the general variability and lack of homeostasis which
has been suggested by many authors to depict both physiological and
behavioral indicies of schizophrenic functioning may be a plausible
interpretation (Hoskins, 1946; Rubin, 1959; Beliak, 1958; Mednick,
1958; Malmo & Shagass, 1949).

Such a conclusion appears to also

satisfy the general findings of the present investigation.

If indeed,

the development of schizophrenia represents a psychogenic and socio
genic disturbance, the intricacies and complexity of human behavior
would appear to prevent the development of enigmas of behavior dis
tinctly unique or qualitatively apart from the undistinguished and
familiar behaviors common to mankind.

As Beliak suggests, "It is

indeed curious that even though authors recognize the non-specific
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nature of the schizophrenic syndrome, they persist in their efforts to
delineate specific etiological factors."

"The variable symptoms asso

ciated with this diagnostic label must be understood as the final common
path of a number of conditions which may lead to and manifest themselves
in a severe ego disturbance, for the schizophrenic syndrome shows con
siderable variation, and shows variability over time." (Beliak, 1958,
pp. 4-5).
Two major variables figure greatly in the meaningfulness of the
present investigation.

They are the diagnostic classification and nature

of the schizophrenic process, itself, and the construct validity of the
Logical Analysis Device as a potential method for studying thought pro
cesses in schizophrenic patients.
While great efforts were taken to select a homogenous group of
schizophrenic patients, the degree to which this was accomplished is
always open to question.

The degree of psychosis, itself, is always an

unknown variable and limits the extent to which one can generalize to
other schizophrenic populations.

Even though the present experimental

group was carefully chosen to avoid a long history of illness and con
sequent problems of deterioration and regression, such concepts again
are at best crude indicies and often meaningless because of the unknown
history of the individual patient.

The validity of the intelligence

variable as well as the reliability and validity of the LAD performance,
itself, may be questioned because of motivational, anxiety, and pa
tient -examiner variables.

To maintain that these variables and confound

ing elements are intrinsic to psychosis seems somewhat trite, but
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fortunately or unfortunately is often the experimenter's last recourse.
The use of the Logical Analysis Device as an instrument for
assessing thought processes in psychiatric patients must first of all
be considered an exploratory effort.

While more dynamic processes of

thinking might be made accessible if more complex problems could have
been used, it was the investigator's belief that such an attempt would
have produced additional contaminating factors.

The rationale of using

the LAD to circumvent many affective and interpersonal elements which
earlier studies have shown to be important in schizophrenic thinking
(Richman, 1954; Wexler, 1955; Whiteman, 1954; Affleck, 1954; Davis and
Harrington, 1957) may well be justified.

It is an abstract logical

situation devoid of special skills, special knowledge, or experiences
peculiar to a given culture.

It provides information and data which

are quantifiable and susceptible to many methods of analysis.

While

the data of this investigation suggests additional potential measures,
the variables as here selected were chosen because of their presence in
the literature.

Whether so called process studies add a richer fund of

information to the understanding of thinking in schizophrenic patients
is difficult to say.

It is the opinion of the writer, however, that so

complex a disorder as schizophrenia demands in turn investigative
efforts beyond those usual methods previously employed.

Certainly, a

follow up investigation of the present endeavor is needed to assure the
validity of the results.

Experimentation with an intellectually supe

rior group of schizophrenic patients would permit use of problems of
increasing complexity.

It follows that a much needed experiment is in

dicated to compare the LAD performance of organic and schizophrenic
patients.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this investigation was to attempt to provide
more definitive information regarding the nature of thought processes
as found in schizophrenic patients.

Previous attempts to study schizo

phrenic thinking have relied on introspection, use of concept formation
tests, vocabulary responses, or simply having subjects talk out loud as
they solved a problem.

Results of these investigations have suggested

such characterizations of schizophrenic thinking as rigidity, concrete
ness, perseveration, inability to maintain a mental set, inability to
shift mental sets, overinclusion, paleologic thinking, and so on.
The divergence and contradiction of these findings appears to
be due to imprecise quantification and weak methodology, a neglect of
operational considerations, failure to deal with the process of think
ing itself and only inferring the process from certain product or out
come measures, and the fact that certain interpersonal or affective
elements intrinsic to the method of assessment have dictated the
nature of a subject's response.
Investigators persistence upon recording the solution to a
problem and concerning themselves with the achievement or non-achieve
ment of a product of the problem solving process rather than the pro
cess itself has likely limited the number of relevant characterizations
as well as suggested many erroneous conceptions regarding schizophrenic
thinking.

That successful attempts have been made to simulate thinking

and to precisely quantify the nature of higher thought processes (John,
1957; Gyr, 1960; Blatt and Stein, 1959), suggests that such a methodology
56
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may also be validly used in delineating the nature of thinking as it
exists in schizophrenic patients.

It was specifically proposed that

the Logical Analysis Device, as developed and used by John (1957) would
reveal that thinking as found in schizophrenic patients is only more
inefficient and variable, and fails to exhibit distinct and unique
qualitative patterns and characteristics as has previously been sug
gested .
Twenty male and twenty female students from vocational, techni
cal and trade school classes, and twenty male and twenty female hospi
talized schizophrenic patients were used as subjects.

Both experimental

and control groups were seventeen to twenty-six years of age, of average
intelligence, and had ten to twelve years of formal education.

The

schizophrenic sample consisted of only those individuals who had a
history of illness no longer than five years, were well oriented and
judged to be in an excellent state of remission.

All subjects were

individually introduced to the Logical Analysis Device, after which
they were instructed as to the best solution in solving two example
problems.

A final criterion problem was then used which earlier in

vestigation had suggested to be appropriate to the schizophrenic popu
lation.

The results of twenty-four dependent measures, all precisely

quantifiable and taken from a subject's performance, were then sub
mitted to a two by two factorial analysis of Variance design.

The

findings suggested that the schizophrenic patient's method of handling
information and approach to the solving of the criterion problem was
not unlike that of the control group.

The schizophrenic group did
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differ significantly, however, in their method of work, i.e., their
rate of performance and the amount of time needed to achieve criterion.
This finding was taken as confirmation of the fact that the schizo
phrenic subject exhibits a potential for performance not unlike that
of the normal individual, demonstrating only a greater inefficiency
in performance.

No evidence could be found to support previous notions

indicating unique patterns of perseveration, inability to maintain a
set, rigidity and so on.

The interaction of sex and illness also

proved to be insignificant on all variables.

It was concluded that

many characterizations of schizophrenic thinking may be more a function
of inadequate attempts to measure the thinking process, than of factors
which are validly intrinsic to the process itself.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF THE LAD
The operator's display panel consists of nine lights arranged
in a circle, each with an adjacent push-button switch and a target
light in the center of the circle, which has no switch.

Six of the

buttons (numbered 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9) are black, while the remaining
buttons (numbered 4, 5, 6) at the bottom of the panel are red.

In the

upper left hand corner of the panel'there is a time indicator light
and in the upper right hand corner is a reset button.

The central

logic unit contains the power supply, timing mechanism, and the
switching circuitry.

Problem plug boards are simply printed circuit

cards which are inserted in the central logic unit.

Each plug board

is wired for a different problem and each problem has a corresponding
information disc which fits on the display panel and indicates by
means of arrows the presence of relationships between the lights in
the circle.

The discrete event recorder prints on a paper tape a

corresponding number for every effective push-button operation made by
the operator.

The printed tape provides a timed record of every

action performed on the operator's display panel.

There are nine basic

electromechanical elements in the network, and each light indicates
the state of one of the elements.

An arrow between two elements indi

cates the existence of a relationship between those two elements, with
the direction of the relationship indicated by the head of the arrow.
All arrows on the disc stand for relationships in the logical network,
and all relationships which exist in the logical network are indicated
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by arrows on the disc.

In the center of the disc is a white light,

which is the desired output from the network.

Although the existence

of all relationships is indicated on the disc, the specific nature of
the relationships is not.

An arrow from 1 to the center light (C), for

instance, might mean that (a) 1 was sufficient to cause C, or (b) that
1 was necessary but not sufficient to cause C, or (c) that 1 was suf
ficient to prevent C from lighting.

Sometimes the nature of a rela

tionship can be uniquely inferred simply by inspection of the disc,
knowing that all relationships indicated exist and that all relation
ships which exist are indicated, together with the given fact that all
problems are soluble.

Thus the arrow from 7 to 3 (Illustration I),

since it constitutes the sole input into 3, must indicate that 7 is
both necessary and sufficient to light 3.

Sometimes inspection alone

does not permit the drawing of an inference without ambiguity.

In

such a case, the subject must devise a procedure to elicit the neces
sary information from the network.

The subject may ascertain the

nature of any relationship he desires by activating the pertinent ele
ments by means of their associated push buttons and observing the
series of consequences of this activation as displayed by the lights
on the panel.

In other words the subject designs small logical ex

periments, from the interpretation of which he may infer the nature
of jjhe relationships among the elements.

He may use all the elements

as many times and in as many combinations as he desires, in order to
obtain the information which is necessary to permit achievement of
the required output using only the permitted input element.

The time
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which elapses between the activation of any input light and a conse
quence is three seconds.

A trial is defined as the sequence of

specific light activations taking place over some time period, whether
such activation is produced by manipulation of the buttons or is the
consequence of such manipulation.

The observation of the order,

nature, and time of these experiments is the raw data for the sequen
tial analysis.
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APPENDIX B

WORKED EXAMPLE WITH THE LAD

An examination of the example in Figure 1 will help to illus\

trate how the average subject tends to proceed.

The input elements to

which the subject ultimately has to restrict his attention in order to
achieve the activation of the required output C, are lights 4, 5, and
6.

The problem is too complex, however, for the average subject to

merely attempt to activate combinations of these three input lights
over some time sequence.

Instead, the subject will usually approach

the problem in such a way that it becomes clearly amenable to a sub
division into several stages of problem solution.

Thus subjects will

often concern themselves first merely with the lights which have onestep connections to the center, then with lights which have one-step
connections to these, and so on.

In the example cited, the problem is

reduced to establishing essentially four levels of facts.

Discover

which combination of the input lights 1, 2, and 6 to C in fact activ
ates C; then determine how to activate that part of this input com
bination which is not made up of a free input light from another
combination of input lights 3, 5, and 9 on level 2; and keep doing
this moving backward until all necessary lights along the way can be
activated from 4, 5, or 6 only.

Actually, the problem solving pro

cess, which parenthetically proceeds without the availability to the
subject of any memory aids like paper and pencil, rarely follows
precisely the above pattern.

Having discovered certain things on one
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level the subject often skips intermediate levels and immediately em
barks on certain solution trials which to him seem fairly likely.
In order to satisfy conditions a, b, and c, (above) it can be
seen that some arrows are sufficient to activate C, others are neces
sary to but not sufficient to cause C, and still others may prevent C
from lighting.

For example, lights 1 and 6 are both needed to activ

ate the center light in Figure 1.

Finally, number 2 is a negative

number and produces an inhibitory relationship.

Thus the simultaneous

activation of lights 1, 2, and 6 will prevent C from lighting in the
next time period, as the inhibition due to 2 cancels the net excita
tion due to 1 and 6.
The idealized process of solution indicated, might take on the
following form.

After a series of possible combinations of button

pushes which can be made in connection with the three lights to C (a
maximum of seven combinations), the subject sooner or later will dis
cover that the combination of 1 and 6 lights C.

He may or may not

also know by this time that 1, 2, and 6 together do not light C; i.e.,
that 2 inhibits C.

Given that 6 is a free light, i.e., one the sub

ject is allowed to activate manually in the final solution, the sub
ject's task is now to find out how to light 1.

As indicated before,

the subjects next move may not in fact consist of attempts to light 1
directly.

Rather, the evidence available to him thus far may lead

him to try for solutions which involve the activation of lights on
levels higher than the second level.

However, sooner or later he will

usually return to direct tests performed in connection with lights 3,
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5, and 9 on level 2.

Here he will discover in due time the fact that

5 lights 2, that 3 and 5 together light 1 and 2, and that only 3, 5,
and 9 together will light 1 without the 2, which is the result he is
after.

Of the lights 3, 5, and 9, he is not, in the final solution

trial, allowed to manually operate lights 3 and 9.

Hence, he has to

discover how to light these, which requirement will take his attention
to level 3, i.e., to lights 7, 6, and 8.
6 and 8 together activate 9.

He will discover here that

Going to level 4, he will discover that

8 in turn can be activated by 4.

Furthermore, he can determine that

7 is a full cause to 3 and that 4 is a full cause to 7.

Knowing all

this, the subject is now in a position to solve the problem, i.e., he
can activate 4 manually during time period 1.

This will activate 7

and 8 during' time period 2 when he can also manually light 6.

During

time period 3 this will produce 9 and 3 which, in connection with the
manual production of 5, can give him 1 in time period 4.

If now he

presses 6, he can get C on in the next or fifth time period.

Thus

the solution to this LAD problem consists of 4, 6, 5, 6, activated in
this order in successive time periods.
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APPENDIX C

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE LOGICAL ANALYSIS DEVICE

This is a problem solving apparatus.
I will show you everything you need to know in order to solve the
problems.
If you have any questions about the instructions, you may stop me at
any time and I will answer them for you.
First of all, notice the circle of nine lights.
Each of these lights is turned on by the button next to it.
In the center of the circle is a, light with no button.
Your task will be to turn on tke center light bymeans of certain
combinations of lights in the circle.
There are certain automatic relationships which exist between the
lights, and I will show you these relationships shortly.
Before doing that however, I want you to notice in the upper left
hand corner of the panel a light marked "TIME" which flashes on
and off in alternating time periods.
For simplicity we can call these time periods DAY and NIGHT.
DAY is when the light is on and NIGHT is when the light is off.
The only importance of this light is that it tells us when each of
the lights in the circle may be turned on.
Each light in the circle goes on in one or the other, but never both
of the time periods.
We may find out when a light goes on simply by experimenting.
For example, let's try Button 8.
When we push 8 in DAY time nothing happens.
However, if we push 8 in NIGHT time the light goes on.
Therefore, 8 is active--that is, it can be turned on--in NIGHT time.
However, you should not try to memorize which of
the lights goeson
during which time period, because this changes from problem to
problem. The important thing to remember is that a light may be
turned on in either one or the other, but never both, of the time
periods.
You recall that we said there are certain relationships that exist
between lights.
To show these relationships, we place a disc on the panel . . .
(Place Disc X-I on the panel)
An arrow indicates the presence of a relationship between the lights,
and the direction of the arrow indicates the direction of the rela
tionship .
Here we have an arrow which points from 6 to 3. This means 6 does
something to 3.
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Try turning on 6 and see what happens.
As you see, pushing 6 in the DAY time lights 3 in the immediately
following NIGHT time.
This is an example of what we can call an effector relationship.
If one light causes another light to go on in the following time
period, the first light can be called an EFFECTOR.
Now here is an example of the second type of relationship.
(Place Disc X-2 on the panel)
As you see, there are two arrows pointing to the 2:
one from 9.
See if either of them is an effector of 2.

one from 4, and

As you see, neither 9 nor 4 will effect 2.
Try them together.
Now you know that both 4 and 9 are needed to combine light 2.
Therefore, these two arrows represent what we can call a combinor
relationship.
That is, two lights must combine in the same time period to light a
third light in the following time period.
Now here is the third type of relationship.
(Place Disc X-3 on the panel)
Again, two arrows point to the single light 7.
See if they are combinors.
Apparently 1 and 5 together do not produce 7.
Try each of them separately.
As you can see, 1 does not light 7, but 5 does light
But, if there is an arrow, there is a relationship.
Remember that when we pushed 1 and 5 together, the 7
What happened was that 5 was an effector . . . but 1
from coming on when it was pushed at the same time
Therefore, 1 is a PREVENTOR of 7, since it blocks or
from going on.

7.
did not light.
prevented 7
as 5.
PREVENTS the 7

On these discs you have seen the only three relationships that are
possible:
The first is the effector relationship, where one light causes another
to go on in the following time period. An example of this was the
6 lighting the 3.
The second relationship is the combinor, where two lights combine to
cause another to go on. An example of this was the 4 and 9 combining
to light the 2.
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The third relationship is the preventor, where one light prevents
another light from going on. An example of this was the 1
preventing the 7 from coming on.
You may recall that your task is to light the center light.
Since the center light has no button, it can be turned on only by
using your knowledge of the relationships between lights.
For example, here is a disc with three arrows pointing to the
center light.
(Put Disc X-4 on the panel)
This shows that these lights are the only ones which are related to
the center light.
Try them separately.
You can see none of them is an effector.
Now try them in combination.
Once the center light is on it will stay on until you press the RESET
button in the upper right hand corner of the panel.
As you see, 3 and 8 combine to light the center light.
Since there is an arrow from 2 to the center light, there must be
some relation between these two lights.
Try pushing the 2 with the 3 and the 8.
When 2 was turned on with 3 and the 8, the center light did not go
in.
Therefore, 2 must be a preventor of the center light.
Now let's try a sample problem.
Again, your task is to light the center light, but there is one
difference.
Notice the three red buttons, 4, 5 and 6.
You have a solution to a problem when you are able to light the center
light by using only the three red buttons.
Therefore, there are two things to do.
First, you must learn how to turn on the center light by using any
combination of red and black buttons.
Then, work backwards against the direction of the arrows, step by
step, so that you can finally turn on the center light using only
the red buttons.
We call this the back-solution method.
Remember that you can use any combination of red and black buttons to
learn the necessary relationships, but you have the solution only
when you can light the center light by using just the red buttons.
Go ahead and start and I'll help you along the way.
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APPENDIX D
TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES--TIME

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

Illness

01

317.20

317.20

17.19

0 .1%

Sex

01

60.37

60.37

3.27

10%

Illness X
Sex

01

23.66

23.66

1.28

Within

76

1401.95

18.45

79

1803.18

Total

Level of
Significance

TABLE 3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES--!OPERATIONS

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

Illness

01

1216

1216

9.35

0.5%

Sex

01

489

489

3.76

10%

Illness X
Sex

01

219

219

1.69

Within

76

9874

Total

79

11798

129.92

Level of
Significance
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TABLE 4
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES--COMPLEXITY

Source of
Variation

df

Illness

01

.2161

.2161

00

Sex

01

.0470

.0470

00

Illness X
Sex

01

.0345

.0345

00

Within

76

23.7767

.3128

Total

79

24.0703

ms

ss

Level of
Significance

F

TABLE 5
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES--RATE

Level of
Significance

Source of
Variation

df

Illness

01

10.5633

10.5633

18.69

Sex

01

.4047

.4047

00

Illness X
Sex

01

.0825

.0825

00

Within

76

42.9560

.5652

Total

79

54.0065

ss

ms

F

0 .1%
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TABLE 6
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES--PAUSES

Source of
Variation

df

Illness

01

.1890

.1890

11.32

Sex

01

.0177

.0177

1.06

Illness X
Sex

01

.0044

.0044

00

Within

76

1.2709

.0167

Total

79

1.4820

ms

ss

Level of
Significance

F

0.5%

TABLE 7
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES--MANIPULATIONS

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

Illness

01

6142

6142

9.17

Sex

01

1059

1059

1.58

Illness X
Sex

01

418

418

00

Within

76

50882

Total

79

58501

669.50

Level of
Significance
0.5%
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TABLE 8
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
EXHAUSTIVENESS OF INQUIRY

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

Illness

01

00

00

00

Sex

01

07

07

1.32

Illness X
Sex

01

04

04

00

Within

76

403

5.30

Total

79

414

F <

Level of
Significance

TABLE 9
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES--REDUNDANCY

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

Illness

01

465

465

8.92

0.57o

Sex

01

241

241

4.62

5%

Illness X
Sex

01

90

90

1.72

Within

76

3962

Total

79

4758

52.13

F

Level of
Significance
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TABLE 10
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
IRRELEVANT MANIPULATIONS

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

Level of
Significance

Illness

01

98

98

8.91

0.5%

Sex

01

00

00

00

Illness X
Sex

01

00

00

00

Within

76

836

Total

79

934

11.00

TABLE 11
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
NASI POINT IMPLICIT (ABSOLUTE)

Level of
Significance

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

Illness

01

163

163

8.27

1%

Sex

01

65

65

3.30

10%

Illness X
Sex

01

83

83

4.21

5%

Within

76

1497

Total

79

1808

19.69

F
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TABLE 12
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
NASI POINT IMPLICIT (RELATIVE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

Illness

01

124

124

00

Sex

01

28

28

00

Illness X
Sex

01

218

218

00

Within

76

20946

Total

79

21316

F

Level of
Significance

275.60

TABLE 13
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
NASI POINT EXPLICIT (ABSOLUTE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

Illness

01

103

103

2.91

10%

Sex

01

137

137

3.87

10%

Illness X
Sex

01

66

66

1.86

Within

76

2686

Total

79

2992

35.34

F

Level of
Significance

79

TABLE 14
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
NASI POINT EXPLICIT (RELATIVE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

Illness

01

1514

1514

3.16

Sex

01

106

106

00

Illness X
Sex

01

04

04

00

Within

76

36343

79

37967

Total

F

Level of
Significance
10%

478.19

TABLE 15
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
INFERENTIAL LAG (ABSOLUTE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

Illness

01

06

06

00

Sex

01

13

13

00

Illness X
Sex

01

01

01

00

Within

76

1191

Total

79

1211

15.67

Level of
Significance

80

TABLE 16
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
INFERENTIAL LAG (RELATIVE)

Source of
Variation

ss

ms

F

Level of
Significance

df

Illness

01

2498

2498

7.79

17o

Sex

01

23

23

00

Illness X
Sex

01

292

292

00

Within

76

24371

Total

79

27184

320.67

TABLE 17
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
A-S SHIFT POINT (ABSOLUTE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

Illness

01

877

877

7.93

Sex

01

103

103

00

Illness X
Sex

01

53

53

00

Within

76

8398

Total

79

9431

110.50

F

Level of
Significance
1%
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TABLE 18
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
A-S SHIFT POINT (RELATIVE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

1 1lne ss

01

374

374

1.06

Sex

01

456

456

1.29

Illness X
Sex

01

62

62

00

Within

76

26713

Total

79

27605

Level of
Significance

351.48

TABLE 19
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
PREDOMINANT MODE

Source of
Variation

df

Illness

01

3.5112

3.5112

00

Sex

01

2.5919

2.5919

00

Illness X
Sex

01

.3646

.3646

00

Within

76

1,329.0034

Total

79

1,335.4711

ss

ms

17.48

F

Level of
Significance

82

TABLE 20
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
MIXTURE OF MODES

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

Illness

01

2464

2464

3.95

Sex

01

361

361

00

Illness X
Sex

01

1154

1154

1.85

Within

76

47535

Total

79

51332

Level of
Significance
10%

623.07

TABLE 21
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
FREQUENCY OF CHANGE OF APPROACH

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

Illness

01

33

33

9.53

Sex

01

04

04

1.15

Illness X
Sex

01

06

06

1.73

Within

76

263

3.46

Total

79

306

Level of
Significance
0.5%

83

TABLE 22
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
SYNTHETIC LAG IMPLICIT (ABSOLUTE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

Illness

01

281

Sex

01

Illness X
Sex

ms

F

281

2.66

05

05

00

01

03

03

00

Within

76

8032

Total

79

8321

%

Level of
Significance

105.68

TABLE 23
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
SYNTHETIC LAG IMPLICIT (RELATIVE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

Illness

01

67

67

00

Sex

01

256

256

00

Illness X
Sex

01

45

45

00

Within

76

55061

Total

79

55429

724.48

Level of
Significance

84

TABLE 24
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
SYNTHETIC LAG EXPLICIT (ABSOLUTE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

F

Illness

01

373

373

3.55

Sex

01

01

01

00

Illness X
Sex

01

02

02

00

Within

76

7971

Total

79

8347

Level of
Significance
10%

104.88

TABLE 25
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LAD MEASURES
SYNTHETIC LAG EXPLICIT (RELATIVE)

Source of
Variation

df

ss

ms

Illness

01

3264

3264

4.11

Sex

01

94

94

00

Illness X
Sex

01

86

86

00

Within

76

60340

Total

79

63784

793.94

F

Level of
Significance
5%
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